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Her Majesty The Queen’s
Diamond Jubilee
Thames Pageant

Chairman’s Report
Very many thanks to everyone in the Trust who helped in any way over the Queen's
Diamond Jubilee weekend. The preparations seemed to go on forever and the weeks
afterwards were full of ‘getting back to normal’ and ‘catching up’. The bit in
between is a bit of blur now, and I am still astonished how it was still possible to
be in two (or was it three?) places at once - in London for The Pageant from Friday
to Sunday, back in Frinton on the greensward all day on Monday, down to
Titchmarsh Marina to welcome James Stevens No.14 back home at 9pm, then up
to the Naze to light the Beacon an hour later. And then the open day at the cottage
all day Tuesday, interrupted by a ‘volunteers’ lunch’ at Parkers’ Nurseries.
Obviously the weather over the weekend put a bit of a dampener on things, and
the BBC scored a spectacular ‘own goal’ with its lamentable portrayal of the
Pageant. It didn't seem to occur to the production team that the audience might
actually want to see all of the boats, not just the front runners and the narrow boats
bringing up the rear. However, Sky and ITV did a lot better. We have got some
spectacular stills of James Stevens No.14 at various stages of the weekend. You
should get a chance to see them at our February social meeting (see the back page
of this newsletter).
We raised the best part of £1000 in Frinton & Walton over the Jubilee weekend
which will help to cover our running costs over the next year. The cost of
maintaining James Stevens No.14, particularly the mooring costs and insurance,
are proving a real burden. Fortunately, the contract with the Heritage Lottery Fund
has now expired so we are under no obligation to have the vessel on view to the
public at all times even though it is a museum artefact. Our new President, Jerry
Russell, has come up with some novel ideas as to how we may be able to reduce
our outgoings, and these ideas, with any others that might be forthcoming from
members and/or crew, will be discussed in depth over the next few months.
In short, our revenue from boat trips is insufficient to cover the current outlay. We
must either increase the trips, reduce the costs or a bit of both. The trips have
suffered because of the bad weather over the past two seasons, the economic climate
and the fact that we do not have a Committee member whose sole responsibility
is the marketing of the boat and the administration of the trips. The task currently
falls to the Secretary, who has a thousand and one other responsibilities; it is simply
not fair for the Trust to expect him to fulfil this function as well as everything else
he does. If you are willing to take on some responsibility yourself, or know
somebody else who might, then please let me know.
Finally, a big thank you again to everybody who helped make the Jubilee Weekend
such a success.
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Visit to Coggeshall Abbey
Richard Naylor
Some years ago, I had trespassed on the Abbey at Coggeshall, whilst on another
occasion had visited the excellent Coggeshall Museum, so I knew of the Abbey's
existence and antiquity. Excellently organised, twenty-one of us arrived in shared
transport, whereupon we were
greeted and ushered into the
sumptuous Abbey House Great
Hall by our genial and charming
host, Roger Hadlee. The Abbey
was founded in 1130 by the
Savarin order of monks though
they were very soon taken over
by the rapacious Cistercians in
1140, who built all that was to be
seen and plenty more besides, the
Abbey itself having been razed to the ground in the Dissolution of the
Monasteries in the sixteenth century. A photograph of its ghostly image under
the garden was handed round.
Anyway, our genial host was very charming about that, because they left the
Abbey House, the Abbot's quarters and the guests’ lodge for him (and a few
centuries-worth of gentleman farmers, including the famous Paycocks) to live
in and show us round. And very splendid it was too.
Ancient timbers (obviously organically grown); locally manufactured brick
(oldest in post-Roman Essex); English Heritage certification; Farrow and Ball
colours; every corner of interest
and dates was there. When at a
loss for an explanation, our host
was always ready with a
charming
speculation.
For
example, at one point, we were
asked to believe that the
immaculate ‘Tudor’ carved
wooden screen which now forms
‘what we would recognise as an
entrance hall’ from the Great Hall
was ‘discovered’ in a loft, having lain in pieces for 500 years. Eventually, tea
being included in the price of the visit, we were allowed into our genial host's
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kitchen while cakes and the eponymous beverage were being prepared in the
dining room by his wife and her helper. The 800-year-old-new river runs
immediately past the kitchen wall, although the water for tea, we were assured,
comes from the well. This really was a most interesting and enjoyable visit!

Apple Day
Are you able to help?
It may seem that we have only just had the Spring Fair, but it is already time to
be thinking about the Autumn Fayre/Apple Day on 13 October which is another
major fundraising event.
As an experiment, a stall selling
toiletries and decorative candles
is planned. There will also be a
children’s tombola stall. If you
can provide any new items that
would be suitable for either of
these stall, they will be very
gratefully received.
Donations can be handed in at
Frinton Crossing Cottage during
Tuesday coffee mornings (10 am
to noon) or, if it would be more convenient for you to have the items collected
please contact Sue Cobbe on 01255 62150.
Thank you for giving this request your attention.

Membership
Jenny Gilkes
At the time of writing, membership stands at 219. If you haven’t yet paid your
subscription, don't forget the advantages of paying your £8: talks at a reduced
rate during the winter months and some interesting trips in the summer, plus free
entry to our museums. We do need your support.
If you do not include a stamped addressed envelope with your form, please collect
your membership card from the Crossings Cottage on a Tuesday morning, which
is open from 10 am for coffee, produce and plant sales.
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James Stevens No.14
If you would like to take a trip on this
unique vessel, please see our website
www.fwheritage.co.uk or telephone
01255 861440.
We will then contact you to obtain
further details to plan you trip. The boat
holds a maximum of eleven passengers.
If you book all eleven places, we will
only charge you for ten; the eleventh
person goes free.
Typical trips with special prices for
members:
● Two-hour trip around Walton
Backwaters (£20.00 per person)
● An evening sunset trip around
Walton Backwaters (£15.00 per
person)
● Pleasure trips for Walton to
Harwich or Ipswich and the River
Orwell (price on application)
You could make it a special occasion
and tailor a trip in our boat to your
day. For instance:
sail from Walton to Harwich on
James Stevens No.14,
have lunch (we can make
recommendations) and
return to Walton on James
Stevens No.14.
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James Stevens No.14 in the
Queen’s Diamond Jubilee Pageant
Peter Lawes
As a crew member, I was quoted in the Gazette saying that it was a wonderful
feeling to be part of the Pageant, a once in a lifetime maritime event and a piece
of nautical history. But I have also been telling my friends and family that for
the crew it was tough at times as we were on board for four days and around 12
hours each day.
Each day was timetabled in our 35-page Pageant Instruction Booklet and we had
set times for all our movements such as locking in and out, heading up river to
our mooring buoy, and water-taxi times for getting off and back on board on
Sunday morning. With no cabin on James Stevens No.14 we had to find
accommodation, and five of us were wonderfully treated by Mr & Mrs Davies
who transported us in a vintage VW camper van, fed us and put us up each night
in their home.
On Thursday evening the crew set off for the 11-hour trip up to Docklands.
Fortunately the weather was kind and the sea calm. Dawn broke as the boat was
going up the Thames and she arrived on cue at the West India Dock lock entrance
at 11 am. I took some photos of James Stevens No.14 with the Docklands office
towers of Canary Wharf behind. We found ourselves among the Dunkirk Little
Ships and the historic working boats in our section. There were all sorts including
around five old lifeboats, Second World War MTBs (motor torpedo boats), steam
powered tugs, barges, narrow boats, fishing boats, and of course two of the Sea
Cadet boats from Walton.
On Saturday we were timetabled to lock out and go up river to our station above
Putney Pier, along with all the other historic working boats in our section. Of
course all our cameras were out as we went under Tower Bridge and passed all
the familiar landmarks. Up river on the two trots of mooring buoys the carnival
atmosphere started as more and more boats arrived and all we could do was sit
and wait and dress the boat with flags and bunting in the sunshine.
My personal high point was on Sunday when the rowing boats came down river
between the two rows of moored craft to start the Pageant. There was hooting
of whistles, blowing of horns, shouting of encouragement and much singing from
crews from around the country and the world. For example, next to us was a boat
from Douglas, Isle of Man and when a crew came along flying the flag “three
legs of Man” there was much shouting and then a rousing chorus.
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The fact that James Stevens No.14 is an open boat with no decking or shelter,
no facilities and without seating meant that we all had full foul weather gear and
were therefore well prepared when it absolutely bucketed down soon after we
went past Westminster. The rain didn’t discourage the thousands on the bank
and we responded by waving and shouting back to them. Tony Haggis, who runs
the Backwaters wildlife trips, fully entered into this, bowing and blowing kisses.
He believed they were there for him, I think. I remember just after Tower Bridge,
looking up and there was the Royal Party. We hadn’t organised what we would
do - salute, wave, bow, drop our trousers, so obviously I just took ‘her’ photo.
We were on board until 8 pm when we finally got back into West India Dock,
wet and tired but elated after the experience of the whole day.
I know friends and family were disappointed that so little of the Pageant after
the rowing boats was shown by the BBC, and certainly not our historic boats
section. But we showed our faces on live TV on the Saturday evening on Sky
News and twice on Sunday morning on the BBC News channel. They had small
boats that came alongside to interview our skippers, Chris Byford-Smith and
Gordon Hastie. My daughter recorded them and caught me leaning in to get my
face on the telly!
We had another 12-hour trip on the Monday bringing her back round to Walton
through sunshine and a keen north wind.
Over the weekend we hailed and greeted others from Walton: the Christopher
Jones rowing boat, Lt. Gary Dodd, Commanding Officer of Walton Sea Cadet
unit, the old lifeboat Stenoa, and James Donnelly on the Trinity House Number 1
boat which, of course, had Princess Anne on board during the Pageant.
Having so many boats together is now in the Guinness Book of Records, and
with so many different types of boat including rowing boats, Dunkirk Little
Ships, narrow boats & steam boats and James Stevens No.14 in a group of
historic lifeboats together, such an event is unlikely ever to happen again, I’m
sure, …… and we were part of it!
A few facts and figures on James Stevens No.14 trip to London:
Total sea miles:
Total hours underway:
Total engine run hours:
Fuel used on voyage:
Average fuel consumption:

185.1 nm
30h 24m
32h 12m
223 ltrs
6.92 lph
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The Richard Stone Diaries: 1812
John Button
We have come to the year 1812: the country has been at war with Napoleonic
France for almost ten years and the Essex coast is dotted with Martello Towers,
manned by red-coated soldiers ready to repel the invader but, after Admiral
Nelson’s victory at Trafalgar in 1804, they are never challenged. Bonaparte is
facing disaster in Russia.
Stone, actively engaged in the routine of farm and parish life, is beginning to
make his mark on public affairs in this part of Tendring Hundred, but the journal
has fascinating personal appeal too.
Jan 4 Foaker drew my stump of a tooth after ½ an hour
This man turns up on a number of occasions when needed for such elementary
medical tasks as ‘bleeding’, i.e. blood letting, thought to be effective for the relief
of general ailments. His family rents Sneating Hall. Much later in the second
diary, Stone writes rather smugly that Foaker was incapacitated with an attack
of ‘ye piles’.
March 2 Went to Walton with Mr Pattrick went his Bounds round ye Mill Pond
to ascertain its (extent ?)
In the second diary we learn that Pattrick, years later, buys the freehold of the
mill at Walton, presumably the tide mill, for which the pond there is the
catchment basin, and they are ‘beating the bounds’ to establish the extent of the
rented property; a tide mill had existed there since medieval times.
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March 2 Made Raisin Wine 2¼ Hhd (hundred weight?) Malaga of Currants 30
gallons water
This is an annual operation performed in the off season on the farm; the recipe
remains roughly the same though later he uses Jerez raisins. He also brews beer.
March 28 Grandfather died at ½ past five in ye Afternoon
Also named Richard and a tenant of Frinton Hall; in the last quarter of the
eighteenth century, he had been churchwarden of St Mary’s and as such was
responsible for the welfare of parish paupers under the Elizabethan Poor Law
system still in existence. (The Trust has access to his beautifully kept account
book listing money, bread, clothing, etc. provided to the poorest.) Within twelve
days the grandmother was also dead.
April 5 To Parish Meeting at Owl & Puppy Osmond chose Parish Doctor
Meetings of the Parish Council were generally held in village taverns: this one
would have been in Kirby and Richard Stone’s views would have carried weight.
Mr Osmond, who is later active in Stone’s circle, is chosen as Parish Doctor for
those on poor relief, e.g. inmates of the workhouse.
April 25 Duke & Jolly ran away with Wagon in Home 6 Acres and over Thomas
Anniss hunt fine considered
The first of only two references in the diaries to fox hunting: two of Stone’s
horses harnessed to a wagon break out of a Willow Farm field and disturb a hunt
on adjoining property belonging to Mr Anniss. Since he has his own hunt, we
assume that he is a gentleman, a member of the landowning upper crust to whom
people such as Stone pay their rent, and our man is worried that he may be
prosecuted and fined for the offence - but there are no repercussions. The field
sports suitable for Stone and his farming friends are hare coursing, ferreting for
rabbits and shooting.
May 11 Mr Perceval (sic) shot in the Lobby of the House of Commons
From time to time news from the great world outside breaks into the diary. Stone
here inserts a note between the lines recording the assassination of Spencer
Percival, the one and only British Prime Minister to be murdered.
June 16 Elizabeth Born 10 minutes before 11 OClock in morning Mr Stoney
Baptized her
A daughter is born to the Stones barely ten months after the death of Baby
William.
(Editor’s note: This article continues on page 10, after the Pageant photographs.)
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Aug 24 Elizabeth Annyss brought to bed at Frinton Hall a daughter by William
William is Richard Stone’s younger brother and the fact that Miss Anniss has
her baby at Frinton Hall raises interesting questions. Our diarist with his church
affiliations must have been acutely embarrassed but William does the respectable
thing and marries the girl a month later.
Oct 13 Went to Colchester saw Election Davis 735 Harvey 676 Thornton 675
Stone sees the Tory (or the ‘True Blue’) candidate win the seat of Colchester in
the general election of 1812. The freemen of the borough were traditionally
entitled to vote and many of them lived well away from Colchester. Stone
incidentally does not qualify to vote in the election for the Essex county members
of Parliament, since he does not have sufficient freehold property.
Dec 4 Foaker vaccinated Elizabeth
Stone allows Foaker to inoculate his baby daughter against smallpox.
Dec 26 Went to Frinton Hall Blowers etc as usual
Boxing Day at his father’s house; the Blowers family are very close to the Stones.
It is likely that there is a family connection with the owners of the hardware store
which flourished in Connaught Avenue until recently. Stone then goes down to
London, where he spends a few days with his brother Thomas. Doubtless there
is some discussion of William’s lapse a few months earlier.

Walton Tide Mill
Andy Lawrence
The uses and ownerships of Hewett’s wharf, the tide/Walton mill and New House
Farm were entangled in the early 19th century.
The success of the tide/Walton mill enabled Joseph Hayward Jr. & Sr. to purchase
Newhouse Farm from Peter and Henrietta Scale. The benefit of this was that as a
result of the earlier indenture they could use the newly constructed Hewett’s wharf
free of charge. So their need for the tide/Walton mill diminished, the maintenance
of the pond walls and the buildings being quite a liability when compared to Hewett’s
wharf.
In July 1809 the Haywards sold the tide/Walton mill to Thomas Pattrick. The
conveyance reveals Joseph Hayward Sr. was now described as a gentleman living
in Middlesex, thus arguably rising in stature from a grocer and miller in Sudbury.
This would seem to indicate that corn milling alone yielded little profit hence the
sale of the mill, but there was value in a crop of corn, so that's why the Haywards
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bought the farm, and there was still value (if only in use) in the import/export of
goods over the wharf.
However, the Pattrick family were farmers and millers in Thorpe-le-Soken, so they
either owned or occupied Thorpe windmill. They were also corn merchants operating
from Landermere Quay, so perhaps they were expanding their business and another
wharf and mill would have been significant assets, with Walton wharf being more
usable/accessible for a longer period of time than Landermere.
Thomas Pattrick occupied the mill until 1831, when his brother George took over.
George Pattrick left in 1837 and John Archer took over, but at this stage he did not
own the mill.
In 1836 the Tithe Commissioners for England surveyed (mapped and classified) the
land for the purposes of apportionment of the government rent charge (money)
instead of payment in kind (goods) to
the parish church. So the award or
classification for the parish of Walton
was made in May 1839, confirmed in
February
1840,
and
the
accuracy/authenticity of the map
certified by the Commissioners in 1841.
So the ownership of the Land Parcels
shown on the map was as follows:
105, 106, 107 & 108 were owned by
Thomas Pattrick and occupied by John
Archer, and included the tide mill, pond,
coal yard, etc. John Archer also
occupied Mill House on Walton Street.
109, 110, 111, & 112 were owned and
occupied by Daniel Hewett, i.e. the
Inlet, coal yard and Drift (passage), the
enclosed marsh, salting and wall, and
the river.
132, 133, 134 etc. were owned by
Joseph (Hay) Warde & occupied by
Robert Hubbard, i.e. New House Farm,
the (Hay) having been dropped from his
name - quite a common phenomenon,
and especially useful if you had the same forename as your father - as he did.
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Robert Hubbard also owned and occupied 24 acres of land and 38 acres of saltings
to the north-east of the mill ponds and beyond the brick yards/bath house meadow.
Hubbard’s land is now known as the Naze Caravan Park.
The survey reveals that John Archer was now in occupation, but not an owner at this
time. He was a tenant to Thomas Pattrick, the landowner. Archer occupied the mill
and premises, mill ponds, saltings & walls, the water to the centre of the river, and
the mill house with its garden.
Archer had not yet built his windmill and for whatever reason he did not want to
build it on the site of the first windmill, that being the plot of land marked 105, a
square promontory jutting into the mill pond approximately halfway between the
tide/Walton mill and Mill House. Maybe it was simply because the fleet/mill pond
nearest the town was used by the locals to empty their chamber pots, drain their
privys, etc. Sanitation was pretty basic in those days, so this was hardly the best
place for milling corn. Compared to the seafront this area this was very much the
back yard of Walton. North-westwards from the centre of creek and the tide mill
was Hewett’s land, the former salt marsh now comprises of a coal yard and drift
(111) (a strip of land forming a passage), enclosed grass land (110), saltings & wall,
and the adjoining water in the river. The building shown on the promontory is the
coal yard, and this was the fore runner to Archer’s windmill, later the site of Walton
& Frinton Yacht Club.
The road or way between Walton Street (High Street) and Hewett’s wharf, and
Archer’s mill can now be easily identified and later became Mill Lane. At this time
Walton had two commercial wharves/quays and both had coal yards.
Robert Hubbard appears to have had a thriving farming business, occupying and/or
owning the farmland around the tide/Walton mill. He may have milled his corn there
but he would have used Hewett’s wharf to freight the bagged flour, and he may have
continued freighting hay to London and receiving manure in return, as the previous
owners had done.
The Tithe Map also identifies two other industries in Walton: copperas collection
and processing associated with the production of ink, and the brick yards for the
building industry. There was also a third industry: Walton is rich in a type of clay
which was used in Roman Cement and this was shipped to both London and Harwich
for manufacture. Thus it is easy to see that wharves/quays, and the use of such, would
have been a valuable asset. Walton had yet to become a seaside resort, but it was
reputed for its fishing, lobster and crab, which were plentiful then, the shelves of
soft mud off-shore providing an ideal habitat.
(Rights of reproduction reserved by Andy Lawrence)
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Frinton Railway Museum
Tony Barrett
The Railway Museum has received many visitors since re-opening at Easter; in
addition to showing considerable interest in our exhibits some of them have been
able to add to our stock of knowledge. Our information sheet detailing the
contributions made by railway personnel of past years has therefore grown and
continues so to do.
In addition we have been given a quantity of artefacts and timetables, although
the gap in our records remains huge. (Please keep looking in drawers, cupboards,
lofts etc. - we will happily collect and sort!)
We decided not to proceed until next
year with the proposed special
exhibition on goods yards, as we do
not yet have enough material. Can
you help us with photographs, etc.?
The re-alignment of existing
photographs has been completed and
signage standardized. We no longer
require track but ‘OO’ models, particularly buildings and sundry items (i.e. not
trucks, engines, etc.) would still be welcome.
The final ‘Closing of the Frinton Gates’ event was lead by our President Jerry
Russell. Many residents attended despite the rain to watch Trevor Bright,
grandson of the long-serving gatekeeper Jack Bright, finally close and lock the
restored gates in their new home outside Frinton railway station.
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Frinton & Walton during 1938
Roger Kennell
Some further jottings taken from the Frinton & Walton Urban District Council
minute book.
Continuing from the previous Newsletter, the year 1938 was now in its second
half. Works were underway on building public conveniences at the lower end of
the Pier slope at Walton. Quotations had been sought for the erection of swings
and a see-saw at Great Holland Green. The Surveyor reported to the Estates and
Works Committee that he had accepted a quote for £11. 0s. 0d.(£11) for swings,
and £6. 10s. 0d. (£6.50) for a see-saw.
The Amenities Committee, among other matters, considered sports items. The
Frinton Bowling Club were seeking that the Council green adjoining The Council
House, in Old Road should be drained and relaid. The response was that perhaps
the green should be leased to the club for a nominal rent of 1/- (5p) per annum
for seven years and the club carry out the necessary work themselves. The
Greensward was used by local football clubs. The Frinton Football Club was
allowed to continue their use of a pitch for the 1938-9 season, likewise the Frinton
Wednesday Club, who played their matches on Wednesday afternoons, were
also allowed to continue for the forthcoming season. Sterndale High School in
Frinton was given permission to use the Greensward for their School Sports Day
on 1 July, which included an agreement for the first fine day after, should it be
wet!

Sterndale School pupils in the early 1940s
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At Walton, the Central Council of Recreative Physical Training sought
permission to hold physical training exercises on the Pier Beach on the 19 August.
Seeing an opportunity for some council revenue, the Surveyor was instructed to
arrange for deck chairs to be available on the day. The Council required 150 new
deck chairs to hire out for beach use at Frinton. An order was placed with
Mummery & Harris Ltd. (once a well known store in Connaught Avenue) at
4s.9d. per chair. A deck chair for 23p at today’s prices.
The further provision of facilities for the summer season visitors at Frinton was
for a diving raft to be positioned opposite Eton Road. The estimated cost would
be £25, it was agreed that this sum would be allowed for in the 1939 estimates.
To be continued.

Architectural Walking Tours of Frinton-on-Sea
Richard Naylor
We have continued this year, as a fund-raising exercise, to host architectural
tours of the Edwardian Avenues and the Frinton Park Estate for interested groups
such as The Twentieth Century Society, who returned for their second visit in
April this year; The Art Fund - Essex at the end of June and Gidea Park & District
Civic Society at the end of this coming September. A full report on the April
visit will follow in the next newsletter.
If anyone knows of organisations who may be interested in similar walking tours,
please ask them to contact John Barter on 01255 852993 and we will do our best
to arrange a tailor-made and costed tour for them.
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Up the Garden Path with Jenny Royce
Peter the painter has passed the finishing post with the paint pot after perfectly
completing the picket fencing with help from Trevor, so the garden boundary is
fresh and sound for all the summer activities at the cottage garden.
Whilst bedding plants
give instant colour to a
garden, the perennial
herbaceous plants are
better value and will
increase
or
seed
themselves for years to
come. Many of the
perennial plants benefit
from being divided as
they get older and the
middle of the clump gets
old and congested. All
the hellebore orientalis plants I mentioned in the Spring edition of the Newsletter
were sold at the May Fayre so the benefit of highlighting these gorgeous plants
proves the power of advertising. The plant stall was extremely well stocked and
very busy. However we still have lots of plants for sale, so please come along
on a Tuesday morning and buy some.
The strange weather patterns of March, April and May bring to mind the comment
I heard from a foreigner that England does not have a climate …… just weather!
It has certainly been the wettest drought I have known!! As a result, the gardeners
have struggled to keep pace with the weeding at the cottage garden, the station
garden and the five raised beds outside the cottage garden.
The summer flowers are fighting for space and dominance to show off their
lovely colours to delight the visitors. I will close with a quote from George Croly,
a 19th century poet, novelist and hymn-writer: ‘The flowers are nature’s jewels,
with whose wealth she decks her summer beauty’.
An Apology
We very much regret the forced cancellation of the fly-past by a Battle of Britain
Memorial Flight Dakota on Monday 4 June. This was due to a mechanical fault
with the aircraft on the day.
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WHAT’S ON & WHERE
FRINTON CROSSING COTTAGE, GARDEN & MUSEUMS:
Tuesday coffee mornings continue weekly through the summer from l0 am to
noon until 9 October. Plant & produce stall. Bring your friends to see Frinton’s
own museum, archives and the new Railway Museum in the former Crossing
Keeper’s Hut.
WALTON MARITIME MUSEUM, East Terrace: opens daily from l June to
30 September, 2 pm to 4 pm for the summer exhibition which features Royal
Associations & local Sporting Activities to reflect the special year of 2012.
Sunday, 22 July: harbour trips all day from 11 am onwards, on James Stevens
No.14, restored Walton lifeboat, from HA’PENNY PIER, HARWICH as part
of the Harwich Sea Festival, 11 am to 4 pm. Adults £8 Children (under 10) £5.
Bank Holiday Sunday, 26 August: History Day at FRINTON COTTAGE
11 am-4 pm. Cottage and Railway Museums open.
Tuesday, 2 October: Our winter social evening programmes commences with:
Behind the Colonnade. Norman Jacobs, a keen historian, gives a fascinating
illustrated insight behind the scenes at the British Museum where he worked for
37 years, retiring in 2004. Venue: FRINTON METHODIST CHURCH HALL
at 7.30 pm.
Saturday, 13 October: Apple Day/Autumn Fayre at FRINTON CROSSING
COTTAGE,10.30 am - 2.30 pm. Please support the Trust for our main autumn
fundraising event: plants, produce, cakes, preserves, bric-a-brac, toiletries
required. Contact Ann Gladwell on 01255 852914 for more information or to
arrange collection. We look forward to seeing you there.
Tuesday, 16 October: Winter Coffee Mornings commence on the third Tuesday
of every month at FRINTON CROSSING COTTAGE, 10 am to noon until
Easter 2013.
Tuesday, 6 November: Old & New Walton-on-the-Naze around the late 19th
century. An illustrated presentation of research by Trust member, Andy
Lawrence. Venue: FRINTON METHODIST CHURCH HALL at 7.30 pm
Tuesday, 4 December: Local Reminiscences of the Great & the Good - a
Christmas Miscellany led by John Barter and Linda Ellis. Please bring a plate of
food to share. Venue: FRINTON METHODIST CHURCH HALL at 7.30 pm
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Tuesday, 1 January 2013: New Year’s Day Walk led by Jerry & Hilary Russell.
Meet at the CROSSING COTTAGE at 11 am followed by mulled wine and
shared food back at the Cottage, Frinton.
Tuesday, 5 February: Taking Part in the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee Pageant.
Members of the crew of James Stevens No.l4 present an illustrated evening of
this momentous event. Venue: FRINTON METHODIST CHURCH HALL at
7.30 pm.
Tuesday, 5 March: Frinton Ironmongers, Blowers & Cooper, 1903-1998.
Robin Cooper, grandson of George Cooper, founder of this family business, will
give an illustrated presentation of his memories working for the firm, together
with some family history. Venue: FRINTON METHODIST CHURCH HALL
at 7.30 pm.
Tuesday, 2 April: Talk by Roger Kennell details to follow.
Easter Weekend: 6-9 April: Art Show. Venue: WALTON MARITIME
MUSEUM
Tuesday, 23 April: Annual General Meeting, Venue: FRINTON
METHODIST CHURCH HALL, 7.30 pm.

Deadline for items to be included in
the next newsletter is Monday, 15 October.

Ask your friends to join the Trust!
For further information about the Trust, contact the Secretary,
Brian Jennings on 01255 861440 or email: secretary@fwheritage.co.uk

Visit us on www.fwheritage.co.uk
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